
Poetry 
Places and Names: “A Traveler’s Guide”/“Los libros/Books”

Long Article 
“Mysteries at Cliff Palace”

Short Article 
“Cave of the Crystals”
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So many places have fabulous names,

Like Fried, North Dakota,

The Court of St. James,

Siberia, Nigeria, Elyria, Peru,

The White Nile, Black Sea,

And Kalamazoo!

The Great Wall of China, South Pole and Loch Ness,

And 104 Fairview—that’s my address!

Thousands of spaces are places to be—

Discover the World of GE-OG-RA-PHY!

Travel by boat or by car or by plane

To visit East Africa, Singapore, Spain.

Go by yourself or invite a good friend,

But traveling by poem is what I recommend.

Places and Names:
A Traveler’s Guide
Places and Names:
A Traveler’s Guide
By J. Patrick Lewis

oversized
passports

that let us 
travel

anywhere
anytime

and keep on 
dreaming 

pasaportes
de talla mayor

que nos permiten
viajar

a dondequiera
cuandoquiera

y no dejar 
de soñar

Los libros Books
By Francisco X. Alarcón
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I magine yourself one thousand 

feet underground, drilling a new 

tunnel in an old zinc and lead mine. 

Suddenly your drill bursts through the 

rock wall. What you see takes your 

breath away. Huge crystals fill a cave 

from end to end, floor to ceiling. They 

shimmer like moonlight. But before 

you can explore the cave, you are 

hit with air as hot as a blast from a 

furnace.   

Two mineworkers, Juan and 

Pedro Sanchez, discovered this 

amazing “Cave of the Crystals” in 

2000 at the Naica Mine in the state of Chihuahua, 

Mexico. They didn’t stay long, for the intense heat 

drove them away.

The mine owners put an iron door at the 

mouth of the cave. Scientists came to study the 

cave, but because of the heat, they could stay 

inside for only a few minutes at a time.

The Cave of the 

Crystals is located in 

the desert of northern 

Mexico.

N E W
M E X I C OA R I Z O N A

T E X A S

CHIHUAHUA
SONORA

Chihuahua

Naica Mine

M E X I C O
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Scientists found the crystals were 

made of selenite gypsum, a translucent, 

light-colored mineral. The cave had just the 

right combination of minerals, water, and 

temperature to grow the crystals. The cave 

had once been filled with water, and heat 

from the earth’s core kept the water at 

about 136 degrees Fahrenheit. This heated 

water caused some of the crystals to grow 

36 feet long, about as tall as a three-story 

house! These are some of the largest 

natural crystals ever found.

Another team of scientists is now 

exploring the whole cave, which is nearly 

as large as a basketball court.  They had to 

invent special clothing and breathing 

equipment for their work.  Now they can 

stay inside for up to an hour at a time. 

Water pumps keep the Naica mine from 

filling with water. But without water the 

crystals will not grow any larger. Should the 

owners stop pumping out the water, so that 

the caves will flood again and the crystals 

will grow even larger?  Or should they keep 

on pumping out the water, so that people 

can visit the cave? What would you do?

Inside Mexico’s 

Cave of the 

Crystals

It took hundreds of thousands of years 

for the 36-foot crystals to get that big. 
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Narrator: Ten-year-old Ruben, his older sister Rosa, and their 

parents are visiting Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado. They’re 

with a group waiting for a ranger-guided tour of the cliff dwellings.

Ruben: Wow, this is going to be great! I’m going to solve one of the 

great mysteries of ancient North America, with the help of my trusty 

notebook!

Mom: Just look how many dwellings are built into the cliff alcove 

down there! 

Ruben: All those walls and towers inside the ledge are really cool!

Mom: This was all built by the Ancestral Puebloan people.

Dad: That’s right. These dwellings have been here about 800 years. 

Ruben: I can’t wait to see Cliff Palace up close. I’m sure I can find 

some clues to the mystery of why the people all disappeared.

Rosa: Right, Ruben. You can’t even keep track of your lucky pen. So 

how can you solve a real mystery?
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Cast of Characters
Narrator
Ruben  
Rosa  
Mom  
Dad  

Ranger Jenkins 
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Mesa Verde
National Park, CO

CLIFF PALACE
LOOP

Cliff
Palace

To Visitor Center
and

Park Entrance

The Cliff Palace Loop 

of Mesa Verde National Park
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Ruben: Don’t remind me, Rosa. I looked 

all over the car for it.

Dad: Hey, Ruben, here comes the ranger.

Mom: I bet she knows a lot about the 

Puebloan mystery.

Narrator: Ranger Jenkins arrives and 

introduces herself.

Ranger Jenkins: Gather round, every-

one. We’ll be descending 100 feet into the 

canyon. It’s quite a trek, so be prepared.

Ruben: Aren’t there five eight-foot 

ladders to climb?

Ranger Jenkins: It’s challenging, but you 

can do it.

Rosa (to Ruben): I hope I can. It’s so hot!

Ruben: I’ll push you along if you need it. 

Just promise you’ll tell me if you find any 

clues to the mystery.

Dad: Rosa, didn’t you have a question for 

Ranger Jenkins?

Rosa: Yes! Why is this park 

named Mesa Verde? Doesn’t that 

mean “green table” in Spanish? 

Ranger Jenkins: Exactly! You 

see these huge, flat hills all 

around us? They’re sometimes 

called plateaus. But they’re as 

flat as tabletops, so they’re also 

called mesas. And verde just 

refers to all the green plants and 

trees growing here. 

More Familiar Suffixes

Decoding

Adjust Rate to 
Purpose

Fluency

vacant
insistent
reversible
honorable
contestant
patriotism
observant
urgent
pessimist
comfortable

absorbent
optimism
finalist
terrible
frequent
laughable
radiant
collectible
novelist
journalism

Suffixes: -ant, -ent, -able, 
-ible, -ism, -ist

Spelling

Review Suffixes
-ness, -less, -ment

Vocabulary Strategies

TARGET VOCABULARY

stunned
analyzing
ordeal
checking
adapted

conserving
critical
realization
available
resemble

Theme

Analyze/Evaluate

Comprehension

TARGET SKILL

TARGET STRATEGY

What lessons can we 
learn from other 

cultures?

Big    Idea
Discovery takes many 

paths. 

Titles and 
Abbreviations

Grammar

Multigenre 
Writing

Writing


